CIRRASCALE CLOUD SERVICES OFFERS BARE-METAL CLOUD SERVERS AND CLUSTERS POWERED BY NVIDIA HGX H100 FOR LARGE-SCALE AI AND HPC WORKLOADS

San Diego, CA -- March 21, 2023 -- Cirrascale Cloud Services®, the premier cloud services provider of the only AI Innovation Cloud containing the latest offerings from AI accelerator industry leaders, today announced the addition of NVIDIA® HGX H100 servers to its dedicated, multi-GPU deep learning cloud. The NVIDIA H100 Tensor Core GPU, powered by the Hopper architecture, delivers a massive leap in accelerated compute data center platforms, securely accelerating diverse workflows, from small enterprise workloads to exascale HPC and trillion-parameter AI.

“High-performance, large-scale accelerated computing is essential in today’s AI landscape, and NVIDIA is once again providing a breakthrough innovation with the H100 GPU,” said Mike LaPan, vice president, Cirrascale Cloud Services. “Utilizing NVIDIA Hopper architecture to deliver industry-leading conversational AI, the NVIDIA H100 GPU can speed up large language models by 30X over the previous generation.”

The NVIDIA HGX H100 server platform, as offered by Cirrascale, combines eight NVIDIA H100 GPUs with a high-speed interconnect powered by NVLink and NVSwitch technology to enable the creation of the world’s most powerful scale-up servers. Leveraging the power of multi-precision Tensor Cores in H100, an eight-way HGX H100 provides over 32 petaFLOPS of FP8 deep learning compute performance. Additionally, Cirrascale offers large-scale NVIDIA HGX H100 clusters built using NVIDIA Quantum-2 InfiniBand networking platform, so users can experience unmatched application performance across multiple servers.

“AI and HPC have the potential to transform organizations and society by solving some of the world’s toughest challenges,” said Dave Salvator, director of accelerated computing products, NVIDIA. “NVIDIA’s accelerated computing platform and collaboration with cloud innovators such as Cirrascale push the boundaries of AI and HPC exploration to achieve a new wave of breakthroughs that benefit all.”

NVIDIA HGX H100 servers are generally available on the Cirrascale Cloud Services platform. Interested customers and partners can visit https://cirrascale.com/h100 or call (888) 942-3800 to sign up for service.

About Cirrascale Cloud Services
Cirrascale Cloud Services is a premier provider of cost-effective, high-speed cloud infrastructure solutions for deep learning workflows. The company offers cloud-based solutions for large-scale deep learning operators, service providers, as well as HPC users. To learn more about Cirrascale Cloud Services and its bare-metal server and high-speed storage cloud infrastructure solutions, please visit https://www.cirrascale.com or call (888) 942-3800.
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